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ISRAF.L BEN JOSEPH

1

HALA.YIST , TAL::i:TDIST AND BIBLE EXEGETE
OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY
The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries can not be termed
a period productive in the ori~inality of Jewish learning .
Polemics of great conseq1Jenc8 were 1•·ri tten in this period ,
but the field of Jewish learning in 11hich splendid results
were achieved was that o f the study of the Talmud and the
codification of its laws .
During these two centuries the interest in rabbinical li terature was profound .

A ITreat number of eminent scholars ap -

nlied themselves ardently to the interpretation of the Talmud ,
and the resulted literary a c tivities are of permanent value .
The city of Tole~o , Spain , still remained a center of
Jewish learning of the age and could still boast of a number of
scholars who excelled in the study of the Talmud and the
sciences .
The Israeli family und-)ubtedly occupied a promi11.ent no sit 1 on among the scholars of Toledo , who fl··mrished durinp the

' 1)

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries .
2)
In "Abne Zikkaron'' , a collection of tomb inscriptinns of
the city of Toledo by S . D. Luzzatto , the Israeli family is
1Nell represented .

As Luzzat',O sets forth in the preface to

his collection , these inscriptions bear testimony to the life
and deeds of the most prominent Deople of the Je11Jish community

1) Cf . L . Zunz , nzur Geschichte und Literatur" pp . 426 , 427 .
~) "Abne Zikkaron" , Prague , 1841 .

2.

1)
in Toledo.

He says:

uA f ew of the tombstones erected to the

wise, noble and ereat men

are found in the ce~etery

at Toledo, the c ity prominent of old .

These (the inscriptions)

have been collected li~e e8rs in the vaJley of Rephaim , and I
call the c ollection uAbne 7.ik1rnron", in order that posterity
may 1rnow the monument s on the ~raves of the s::i.res" .
2)

Into tbis family of schoJnrs ,,,a, born I s rael ben ,Toseph ,
t~e Halakist, Talmudist and Dible exe~ete .

Isaac, a brother

of Isr·rnl, was a proninent astronomer and a pupi1 of Asheri .
It was

at :rnheri I s behest that Isaac wrote trie ''Yesod cOlam'' ,

one of the fine s t c ontributions to the Hebraw Literature on
Astronomy .
Consi de ring the wide range of Israel ' s learning, it is
surprising how little is ~mown of his pri v'ate life .

Not even

the year of his bi r th is specifically recorded anywhere ; we
only know that he lived and flourished in Toledo durin~ t~e
second half of the tLirteenth c entury .

1)

l N~D l ~ U' ~ 11 ln1 Ll '~' ~Nnl D' CJnn ~yw n1J~Dn 1c ,y , c bYO #
n1Dp ~l ncn 1 n~~nc ui po i' yn n~ l~ ' ~lD ~u u''nn n ' JJ n l JlnJ

,,, ,y, ,

l YC~ 11 1JT 'l JN uc~ ' nH,pl D' NB1 pcyJ • '? lW ~p}CJ
H.

• ' ll1n

n111 Jp n1 Jio 11 ,nN

2) =:unz in his "Zur Geschichte" p . 427 claims that he found
mentiqn of the nar:~e of Joseph, the father of Israel, in the
Responsa of Asheri 55, 0 .
findjn~ his name there .

I, however, did not succeed in

3.

Under these circu.rn.stances a complete bio ,raphy of
Israel ben Joseph is out of t~e question .
more than refe r to his

O\'ffi

~ e can do no

works and to allusions scattered

1.n the wor·ks of 'others to glean s1ot1ething o f t he· motives and
id'3als which inspired his career .
Israel ben Joseph , followin~ the family tradition,
paid great attention to study , and a c quired an extraordinary amount of knowledre .

Fis early education he pro-

b ably received from his fe t her at home; later he attended
the c elebrated schools of his h ome to1,_rn, where under pro minent teachers he studied th e Bible
rature .

and rabbinical l i te-

As a y ounrr man Israe l asso c iated h i mself with the

scholars of his and other ci t ies, thus a c quiring a thorourh
lrnowledp:e of all the s c iences of that period .
•' ather

W'lS

And, a s his

in easy circumsta11.c es, he pursue d these studies

in a pleas a nt, leisurely fashion .

1)
One of his tea c hers , Ja c ob ibn Shoshan, was a pro~inent
physician in Toledo, a we11 known scholar, and a1so a govern2)

ment off i cial.

This rreat teacher seems to hnve i nfluenced

lJis enthusiastic pupil, Israel, profoundly, for Israel ben Joseph

1) Cf . E . Carmoli, Histoire de s . " edicins Juifes p. gs ,
2) Cf . 1esponsa of Asheri 55, ~ -

4.
1.)

expresses his ad..-rniration for Jricob in glowinp- terrs .
The l ear ning o f
T'j s store of

1

IsrRel ben ,Toseph

WAS

many_ sided .

TnowJ.edpe included not only the

0

rancr1es of

~ewish learninr , such as tbe ~ihle , Talrrud, ~aonic Litera ture, the entire rarnze of t he "' a cred T o n,.,.ue and its rramn·ar ,
but also the ~"tUrRJ

Sciences snd t he representatjve philo -

sonhical and scient i fic s tudies of his rlny .
2)
Hi s .b r o t her Isaac spenks of hir1 in the "Yesod ('tlarr 11 in
3)
''I.ffy bro t her Israel, 01..,1 t side o f h i s
t~e follo~inu terTs:

,,.nowledge of the T8.lrrud,

and scieme
t..,,_,e Sacred

suc ce e d e d i n acquirin~ ~nowledae

~nd h e also accomplishe d wonders in the stu~y of
'l1 ongue

and i ts grarm11ni1, t he 'jorrmentaries ,

~xeITesis of t he Pentat eu c h and ~11
T'ihle 11

Urn

of t h e ot~er books of the

•

l )
/ sheri , in his "~es pons a" e xpresses his urofound ad.,." i ra -

tio' for Israel I s s c holastic accomplisl--rrn e nts and h i s knowledge of' Arabic and st yles hi-rri "7~il!l\ ' ,

u:rn n,,.

7) 0,f . Resp onsa of "sheri 55, 9 .
9 ) Yes'.)d Olan 4 , 18 .
3 ) 1,1 0 1n 7V 90 10

,N~ l

nc~n, vie 7~J 1\,vn~ ~"v \n N 7Ni V\ ,"in ,,

n,,nn w,\DJl * ' cD Jl w, 1pn 11 ~1 p11p1J

~\~gn ~

nc 1

-::-This i s the t ex t as found in D. rassel ' s edition of t he
rr

Yesod

•r .

:nan, ~, .

Sachs

In the tex t of t~e

the '"o r d

I

DDJ l

~s .

in t~e colle ct ion of

r ead s o, Vi El CJ l •

Q

(

l \

5.
1)

The epitaph on Israel ' s grave reads in part as follows:
11 '' \

man whom God. consecrated of all his treasures,

~Israel is the Lord ' s hallowed portion,his
first fruits of the i~crease .
ri-qighteous , keeping faithfulness .
''IIe hath scattered abroad , he hath D"i ven to
the needy .
''Tahker"loni te , chief of the cnptainR ,
ttThe cunninr; charr. er .
1

"He exPla±ned. all the o~scurities of the
Torah ,
11

Not omittj_nrr even one .

nHe s et his he·::i.rt to seek after the religion
of God ,
"Establis 11ing
_, testirriony
2 ) ., in ,Tac o b and Torah
in Israe l.

1)

, ,:j)
1 n".? 1 .1 !J '7 :,o ~
'7 HiV' J 'r ~it 1 1 'ipil

·wn{ v , N • •. ,,
1n~1Jn n'WNi • n'? '7 Ni~ ' ~ p,,
• '.l lcr ,01n p' ,~ ,,
D'.ll' JN7

D' ~ ' 7~i1

~~,

1!1 .l

i TEJ ,,

'.l lO:,n n,,

o ' tain
n,1nn ' C1'7Vn ~:,

:, n,,
1HJ ,,

ni1Y.l N~ uno nnN ,,
~N ni ~lii~ l JJ'7 l' :lil ,,

(~ "c 91 111::, ; 'J JN) ". '7~iV'J u~ n,1n 1 JPY ' J n11y wp' l ,,
0 )

'T'he translation o f tho bibico.l verses of the epitaph is
that of the J . P . S . Bible .

3) Luz7,atto 1 s emendat i on , "Abne Zik 1,aron'' , p . 49 .

6.
Israel ben Joseph was a man of broad culture and
keen intellect .

Judaism in all its phases and ramifi-

cations was of prime interest to him .
The French school which concerned itself exclusive ly with the Talmud and its interpretations ,i:; ained a firm
footing in Spain before the days of Israel .

The French

school in some degree , even , superseded the Spanish
school wi th its preoccupation with grammar , noetr-;;r, medicine , and ph~losophy .

Israel , however , was equally well

versed in the lore of both schools .
Israel ben Joseph was well acquainted with the me thods of the French school and adnired the Halaki c

de -

cisions of the Tosofists , yet , as it seems from vari 1us
comments in his rrsefer r"izwot Zemaniyo t " , he did not ap prove of the dialectic approach to Halakah .

He rather

preferred to appl:r even to Halakah the standards of philosophy and science of his time , thereby interpreting

1)
Judaism in the clear , cold lipht of reason and logic .
At this time the influence of Kabbalah was a l s o maki ng
itself felt .

Naturally it was di f ficult f o r one o f

Israel I s clear vision and rational mind to em,,race its
mystic teachings , and wherever possible he endeavored to

1) Cf . his justification of prayer in "Sefer Mizwot
Zemaniyo t ir (p . 4 ) and his explanation of the physical
effects of a fast on p . 93 .

7.

1)
ward offits influence and effects .
The opposition to Maimonides , i . e . the question
whether science and scientific interpretations should be
introduced into Jewish l i fe , broke out afresh in Israel ' s
time .

Israel who was steeped in t'~e culture of his day ,
2)

nat1 rally , was a great admirer of T.'aimonides and his teachings , and not only did he

side with the supporters of

Maimonides but also advocated a place for science and
3)

general culture in ~ewish life .

Thi s attitude , coupled with

his great concern for the masses , made him desirous fo popu larizing Jevish learning , which he did by writing popular
treatises in Arabi c , the spoken language of the J e wish
people of his country .
Besides being a man of great cul ture and keen intellect ,
Israel ben Joseph was also a man of strong f aith and
tender heart .

One o f his stri~ing traits was that of moral

carnestnes"' and uns·"erving re c titude of character .

This

tnait , as rell as his gr e at love for the Arabi c culture , is
admirably demonstrated in the tone of the corresDondence
that passed betveen him and Asheri on an a c ute contemporary
3)
problem.
The Jews in Spain had become an integral part of the

1 ) Isreal , in his book , makes no use of g~omatria and nota rikon , and on p . 97 he interprets

~rn ' v by

i1 Vi

!i1 i .

2) Israel quotes Maimonides a great number of times , and his
justificAtion of prayer resembles even the text of Maimonides ,

8.
Country .

They had absorbed many a custom and institution

of the natives .

The environment in which the Jews lived

always presented new problems- - problems which, as Israel
ben Joseph ree~rded them , could not be solved by simply
referring them to the old Jewish laws .

Laws that had been

admirably suited to community life in Palestine or in Babylon seemed , to Israel to be inadequate when applied to t1•e
complicated life processes and varied industries and commerc0 in which the Jews en~aged in Spain .

Israel ben Joseph

did not deem it advisable or expedient to adapt the
old Jewish laws to the prevailing cond i tions , but he maintained that the c i vil l aw of the new country should be followed .
He , therefore , read into every civil la, two interpretations ,

1

a religious and a rational , advocating the latter .
These vie vs Israel expressed rather boldly in his cor respondence with Asheri , questionin~ his decision in the
matter of a will .

This will , based upon a statute , origin-

ally w~itten in Arahic ,

vas translated into Hebrew by Israel .

Taking issue with Asheri , Israel went one step further ana
said that not only are the Jews supnosed to abide by the prac tic0s of the country in whic:':l they are livinp; , but their' snirit ual leaders , the Babbis , have no right to render decisions in
~

Cf . ''Hilkot Tefillah 11 1 , 2 .
3)

er .

Ashcri Respona a 55 , 9 .

9.
matters of civil law unless they possess the necessary
qu alifications , namely

Q

logical mind and a thorour,h ac -

quaintance ~ith the literary style of the Arahic language .
Israel , in his discussion of the case under consideration , did
not make the slir,htest attempt to find proof for the case in
Talmuclic liter-Jture , but only cited illustrations from the
Bible .
The fa c t that Asheri vas a preat man , the head of the
Academy in Toledo , and acknowledged the greatest Talmudic
scholar of the period did n ot deter Israel from makin~ his
utterances even though he was aware tl,at Asheri was violent ly opposed to his views .
The dual interpretation of a l aw into reli~ious and
rational meanin~s was employed by Israel only in the case
of civil laws .

~~ere religious

practices were concerned

Israel ben Josenh would not have sanctioned any departure
from the a c cepted p r actices ; his book , TISefer Fizwot
Zemaniyot" in wh ich h i s at t itlde is that of one whose
decisions are

11

(i' ono ) is a proof of this con-

severe 11

tentjon .

1)
Isaac

j

n the uYesod Olamn speal'"s of Isnael as one of the
2)

punils of Asheri .

3)

4)

5)

Zunz , Ge i ger , Jost and Steinschneider

1) Yesod Olam 4 , 18 .

2) Zur Geschichte p . 427 .

3) Moses ben Kaimon p . 63 .

4 ) Gesch dcr Is . V. Vl , p . 339 .

5) Hebre"ische Uebersetzunr;en p . 91? .

10 .
also follow the same view .

It seems , however, that his is

not likely since , in t he first pla ce, Asheri arri ved in

1)
Toledo in 1305 and Israel died in 1312 .

It is evident , even

from the ins c ription on niP tomh stone , that Israel did not
2)

die younp , and it c an hardly be conceived th Gt he atte nded
Asheri 1 s ~cademy as an old man .
Furthermore , the tone of the corr esnondence between Israel
and Asheri does not give the impression of a relationship be tween teacher and oupil .
The terT>Js that Isnael elTlploys border on admonition and the
rejoinder of Asheri is far from mild .

I

arri

inclined , there -

fore , to accept the statement of Carwoli that Israel ben
Joseph was not the ouDil of Asheri in the. literal sense of

(3
the vord , but t hat he was his pupil in the sense of iJM l~P~n .

1) Cf . p . 1 5
2 ) The tomb ins c riptions over people v~o died young , as
found in the collect ion rri\bne A.ikkaron" , bear testimony to
that effect .
$ ) Jost ( Geschichte der Israeliten v . vl , p . 339 .) felt the
letters were too harsh to pass between ouoil and teacher and t
tried to reconcile the difficulty by citin~ as proof an apology
that Israel made to sheri for his brusqueness .
Jost nenti ons as pro o f of his ass11mnt·i rm tho "Seder ha - Dorot 11 ,
( ':arsaw , 1891 , p . 168 . ) the text as follows:
•, Jin iJ 901' ioN 1'nncn 1nE'.l n n1~,o NipJn nN1~, ,lJn 'n'~,1 H
nr1 nT lJnJtll ~ HD n HJ 77J v Nin nHv J 'n'N, • JON '7NiV'n pn~ '
1TTN iPT :mo 'n'?Jpl iTTN lN Nlii iiT • ~ 'nv,, N7l '7Nit?J'nl tl7Nin
7N 17ii iiJi1N lnlN ilY~7 nx, ~7 pnx ' •,v l'nlJiC l7XN ii7JP ~ 'V
~7N ,l n~in7 • nn D'iJ1ii JnJ N7 'J iDN'l ii7'TTO l)OQ 7N~l VNiii
V'l ii7 7lJ' ii'ii t7 l)lV7l 'Jiy nJ'nJJ i'JC n •n ~7 VNiiiV nl ' ii7V
n l ' iT 7 ii X l ., ii , nto l 7 , t:l N pnX ' • i ' J D l '7 E7 1 Vy l , J , n i ' 11 n., J D '1 N
.H nJlJnn n• Jn lJDD 1101) nx, VNin ~ ll 11'01n

11 .

As to the year of Israel ' s death it is beyond doubt that

1)
it occurred in 1312 .

2)

S . Sachs and hl . Ste5nschneider , how-

ever , both argl e that he died in 1326 . The tomb inscription
1

1) Catalogue Ginzburg p . 29 .
?) Bruell , J . B. lX , p .

75 .

nAnd I have seen a book on medicine .y the name of ncolors
of Urine" which begins with the words , 1 Joseph, son of Rabbi
Isaac Israeli says 1 • • • However , I found in the Resoonsa of
Asheri that correspondence had passed between ~.sheri and Israeli .
I do not know if this is the same one or another but I heard from
a venera'•lc man , v·ho has it ,is a tradition from his teacl'ers
that qab~i Isnac did not wish to dispute with him (Asberi)
but rather went to Asheri and asked of him for~iveness, saying
that he did not write these words to insult him . He had si~nl:
asserted that since Asheri wc-s not acquainted with the lang uap:e or writing of Ara'~ic , it 1' 11.s difficult for him to get
at the exact meaning of a law . Thus they made peace, Isaac ,
stating that he would '"ant to be c ome a puDil of .'l..sheri , \'rhile
the latter declared that he wanted to lca,,.,n astronomy from
Isaac '1 •
It is almost inconceivable that Jost could have used the
precedinp statement in support of his contention , since in
the 1esnonsa the name of Rabbi Israel and not Isaac is nentioned . Also in the ''Seder ha - Dorot" there is distinctly
mentioned the fnct that ~abbi Isaac had tried to ~ake up ~is
differences with Asheri . C"'rranting for the sake of arp:uJ11ent that
the name Isaac in the <:;eder ha - Dorot is a misprint replacint
the name Israel , the passare f,.-,om the Seder hn - Dorot cannot
1,e given full credence .
The medical work ''Col ors of Urine n wr3.s
-ritten by Isaac the Physician , resic1ent of' Kairuiwan , who
died in 950 . (St0inschneider , II . B. VIII , p . 99 . )
The statement , therefore , in the ''i3eder h"-lJlorot" that this
medical work was written by Isaac, a contemporary of Ash~ri,
is not correct , as te:i nsc1-noider proves concl1.1 si vely that it
i:rs \"ritten by Isaac the Elder . (Pour TESS. of the medical
treatj_scs ''Colorc of Uri.ne" are extant and only one of them
be.r;ins 1.d tl' the wo.,.,ds "Rab 11i ,Tosenh sn- s '' . Cf . · :T . B. Vol. VIII
1

0

p . 99 . )

It is, therefore, evj_dcnt thett the "Seder ha - no rot rr confuse~ Isaac the astronomer rith Isaac the Physician anC su~st:Uuted the name of Isaac fo=." Isrnel in the Asheri ('Ont'"Oversy .

12 .

mentioned in S .
the letters

n.

1)
Luzzatto 1 s C'o1lect·on "Abne Zikkaronrr bears

,,onn as the year of his death .

If all the letters

of this word are representatjve of the year, the date of
Israel ' s deat~ would be 1326, but since Luzzatto mentions
1)
in his notes that the MS . from which the towb inscrintion

ion,,, it is

w~s conied bears dots only over the letters

evj_dent that t'l--te ' was inserted to cor1plete the woPd nnd 1va~
not to be considered in calculatinv the date .

From the

remaininr: letters the date is ascertained as 1316 .

><'urtlier -

rrore , in hiA comrentary on the Book of Esth~r, Joseph ibn
Nahmias ( Cod . r.{unchen ?46 ) mentions the nan e of Israel
1

ben Joseph ad< 1 ini:,: after his name the words

7 "r .

Inas 2)

much as the corTu"11entary to Esther wan written in 1326,
IsraeJ ben Josenh must have died before that time .
3)

'Vhen Isaac j_n ''Ye sod Olo.m" cj_tes the formula •rri tten
by his brother Isrn.eJ ben Joseph, he place::" beside his name

1 ) Abne ZiYknron p . 49 . Israel ben Joseph died on the 27th
of Heshvan in the year of 1'Dnn .
2) H. B. Vol . XII p . 1°4 .
3) ''Yesod Olam'' 4 , 17 .

13 .
2)
1)
the lettersy " j , and since the Yesod Olam was bep;un in J310,

it is rather improbable that Isaac consumed sixteen years in
writing his book .

It is also true that at the end of the

fourth part of the Yesocl Olam when Isaac happens again to
mention his brother ' s narre, he has the na~e followed by the
letters

~"cr(1,1i 1n,uu)

alive .

On careful reading of the entire passa~e , it becomes

which proves that Israel was still
3)

evident that the text is not correct and instead ofi "v should
have been either y "l or~ " , .

D. Cassel, in the introduction

to his edition of the Yesod Olam, is also of the opinion that
the entire text of the last part of the book has been mishandled by various scribes .

•
On the basis of these facts, it seems certain that the '
in the word 1'Dnn is not to ~e considered ~s a part of the
date .

I am also inclined to believe that the ii of the

1'Dnn

stands for the thousands and that the year of his death was 1312 .

4)
In Filipowski I s edition of the "Sofer ha - Yohasin 1r- we find
t~at Isaac Israeli died in 1312 .

D. Cassel in his introduction

to the Yesod Olam proves conclusively that Isaac Israeli could
5)

not have died before 1 330.
the

11

It would, therefore , seem that in

Sefer ha-Yohasin 11 as well as in the irsefer ha - Dorot" the

name of Isaac, who was popular, was mistaken for his brother ' s
name Israel.

Sucb mistakes are possible because both of their

1) In the MS . Yesocl Olarr (1124) found in the library of the
Jewish Theological Seminary we firid ~ ,,l instead of y "l.
2) Cf . :tntroduc tion to Ye sod Olam .
n
3 It is evident that the words~ u and~ T were used indiscri~inately by the scribe in writing this pgrt of the Yesod
Olarr,for followinp the name of l\.sheri we also find the word
)

H

14 .
names begin with the same initial letter and , " ,

could easily

be t'1ken to mean Rabbi Isaac as well as Rabbi Israel.

Thus it

was Israel, not Isaac, who died in 1312.
ISBJ\.EL BEN JOSEPP AS AUTµOR
Israel ben Josenh was an author of merit and a translator
of great skilJ .

He wrote extensively , and in his v1ri tings he

dvelt upon every subject of Jewish jnterest.

Vie fjnd him dis-

cussing astronomy in connection with the Calendar in his
brother ' s Yesod Olam.
translated :'airionides

He wrote a c ommentary on the Bible; he
I

comrrientary on the f;i shnah.

In addition

he wrote occasional comments on the text of the Talrr1d .

But

his work which attained the greatest ponularity is the discussed Halal,..ic manuscript

rr Sefer

1

i7.wot 7emaniyot 11 •

A larre part of Isr"'el ' s writings was in ~rabic, because ,
as Ibn Ardutile states in his introduction to the translation
of "Sefer Iv:izwot Zemaniyot", IsraeJ wrote primarily for his
I

own countrymen , the Jews of 'Poledo .

Il.l though Castile

was no

longer under the rule of t~e Arahs, the Jews still spoke Arabic .
Besides , that period marked a general decline, at least on the
part of the masses, in the interest of the study of Hebrew
literature and particrlarly the Talmud .

Israel, desiring to

revive the interest in Jewish learninP- and to acquaint his
co1.mtryr1en with the sources of the sacred le"'rninrr, found hirJ1 self compelled to use Arabic ::os his medium of expression .
that part/

7 "i , and /\sheri w.qs certainly alive \"hen Isaac wrote of the bool,..
for immediatelv after we find l1irr sayinrY 1.H.)D •110·7t,, l J::H' 1.
4) Cf. 1'Scfor ba - Yohasin 1' p . 0.23 .
5) Cf . note l on n . 240 ir Vol . V of Graetz ' ~istory in Hebrew ,
vhere we find that Isaac Israeli was still alive ir, 1333.
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The writin~s of Israel ben Joseph were not confined to
Arabic, for he ,·-ro te cormrents to the
poetry in Hebrew.

"ible and liturgical

However, the r(\ajor nortion of his 'vork in

the Sacred Tongue con2isted of translo.ti "'n::; fror,, ,Tudeo-Arabic
into Hebrew .
Israel ben Joseph as Bible Exegete
Israel bcm Joseph seems to have written a comment-:i r;7 on

1)
t he Bibl e .

His brother Isaac , in Yesod Olam attests to the

fact that Israel was well v ersed in Hebrew .n:ramrrar and tha t
he had written a corr~entary on the entire Bible.
study of Hebrew grammar. co~mentaries, the exe~esis of Pent a tauch, and all the other t~enty - four books of the canon,
Israel a c hieved wonderful results .

11

2)

On his tor~b ins c ription , as found in t1Abne Zikkaron 11
we also learn that

•r • • •

,

he exnlained all the obscure passages

of the Torah , not orii tting even one.''

His comrren tar;T on the

Bible is extant only in part, and froro various sourc es ve
rather that the metl od he ernnloyed in the study of the Bible
is character i zed by an accurDte investipation of t he tex t of
the Bible and s c ientific knowledge of its languape .
Israel as a commentator is mentioned in the "Omer ha 3)

ShiVhaht1 by Abraham ben Ja c ob Gabishon in connection with his
4)

internretation of Proverbs 9, 6 .

1) Yesod Ola~ 4. lA .
? ) 11 Abn e Zikkaronrr p . 49.
"" ) nomer ha-Shikhah'' Livorno , 1 748 , n . 24 col. 4 .
4) ( si c) J ' J7 )~ ' JiV ', J lJ'i ~~ 1n " nn1 1 " '\' ';, ~,~ , : ,
1

;.--

• ~_1,,

:£!~ ( .,~/ ~
~ . ) (s i c)
. ~-

Jl\>p ?~ ' J ' J? 7~ lnl~ ' tl LI ' IJil ' o n mn JJ7 ~~
• li ' t7,'l , 1 0::, l7G~l ( J.»iJ1
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In this conne ctio n it is interesting to note that in his in terpretat ion of the said v erse , Israel ben Joseph made use of
Arabic ; in ot her wo r ds treating the langua~e of the Bible
from a phiJolo~ ic al po i nt of view, he rea li zed that since
Hebrew and Arabi c are both Semitic languages, it is advisable ,
and at tires even exnedient to have recourse to Arabi c in
order to obtain a thorourh and c omprehensive understanding of
t he difficult passages in the Bible .
Isr ael ben Joseph is also menti oned as a Bible exe~ete

1)
by Joseph ibn Nahmias in hj s comrJentary on tre nook of Esther .
In an anonyrrous coTJ1nientary to Jeremiah we also finn menti on of
2)

Israel ben Joseph as a skilful comrnentotor .
1

In this connection

ue find him displayinr a fine feelin~ for the lan"uage and ~rcat
3)

understa:rding of its e;ramrnar .
If we co n cede that Isr ael ben Joseph is identi c al with
4)

-

Israel ha - Sefardi ( as Wolf claims ) , then he is also the author
5)

of a co~mentr ry on the Decalo~ue .

!1/hether this comnentary is

an independent pie ce of work or a part of hJ s grenter comr en0

tary on the Bi ble is ,

~r

course. di ffic ult to decide .

1) Beb . Bibl . Vol . XII, p . 124 , also ~teinsc½ncider Arab . Liter .
p . 165.

2) "Ozo.r 'Tehrrad" Vol. II , p . 98 .
1n'tJi' ,1l' X nJ 'n' o1 n.uy on 1 iil.ln) 1 J •, l.lHl7 nr ':, ... ,,
iJiC i VNJ DD~VC ii'ii 07:JD 7 "i 901' iJ 7NiV ' 1 1 '~ iONl ( 1 J
• "nJ.l7 • y
4) v:ol f Vol. I and Vol . III, 13?1.
p;) ' 1Iolf states that t'his manvscrint is wit}7 Labe1rn in P.j_bliotheca
No va r.·s . p . 208 .
St einschneider in Feb . Ue b . p . 912 clair-1 t hat
3) •,

th:i s MS . is cod. 47 in the library of Carmel . Clarem . in Ave:rin q.
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-Isrnel
- - -ben-

Joseph as Poet
-- --Israel bon Joseph was also the author of a number of neni1)
tential h;vnms for the High Holidays . These poems breathe a

profound trust in God and are written in a style renlete with
Biblical and Mishni c passages .

Though the style has the clas-

sical simplicit:v of the Bible and the conventional rhym:1ng ,
it lacks melody and rhythm ; it has not the eloquence that is
~t the heart of poetry .
2)

Two of his three published poems were written for the
Minhah service for the Day of Atonement whi ch falls on Sabbath,
and one was written for ~osh ha - Shanah .

The two for the Day of

Atonement have direct quotations from the Bi ble as a refrain .
ThrAe other poems are found only in MS .
Com~entator of the Talmud
As is evident from a great many passa~es of the text of
"Sefer Pi7.wot Zemaniyot

11 ,

Israel ben Joseph c ommented upon

various pas s nges of the Talmud .

When the comment touched unon

obscure subje c ts, Israel explained them either in Arabic or
Castilian or- bo t h .

Ga st of his explanations were certainly

c1-1rrent among the scholars durj_np and before his tiTT'e, and
are found in the standard c omrentaries , but a number of them

1) Cf . ~unz

Zur Literaturg. der Synagogolen Poe sie p . 502 .
(a) 1::,1 ln , :, H~ n \ ,:i is found in i\ .lDiTVol. lfi p , 451 and
in PJ~ F 1 1 1 \ x iDlVfol . 279b.
(b) l:,l iTV li il \ V1 l\ in 1 \ .lonVol. 16 . n . 415 and in
iOlV
1 l \ ~ f 0 l . 2 G 7b .
( c ) • 1 ::, 1 n :, \ Y \.l\ i n 1 \.l Di!Vol . 16 . p . 451 nnd in
iDH'.l
11 \~ foJ . 277b .
( For this information I run indebted to Prof .
Israel Davidson of the Jewish Theolop;i c a1 Sen1inary of America .)

2)

11
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1)
seem to be original with hi~.
However, it is beyond doubt that he was an able comrrenttor on the ~,T i shnah .
in

IIe wrote a cOlT'T"'entary on "Pirke Abot 1t

hich profuse illustrations ,

mainly of a philosonhical

nature, and many discussions of ethical aspects are recorded.
In this work he also cites Sandia, Eai Gaon, Samuel ha-Na.&,;id,
Isaac ibn Ghayat ,and others .

Two copies of this cow;·entary

are extant, one of them in the Bodleian Library (New Cat . .
2)

Bodl. ~r . 2354) and the other in Bibl. Ambrosiana , Milan .
tensive use of this commentary on Abot

Ex -

was made later by a

3)

descendant of the same Israeli family, Isaac ben Shelomoh ben
4)

Israel in his Hebrew cornrentary on Pirke Abot.
In his introduction to the commentary Isaac ben Shelomoh
expresses great admiration for the scholarship of his kin ,
5)

stressing his skill as a commentator .

(d)
(e)

a l ' n iJ:,l no us . Ro s si 1 3 77 N. 82 .
Vll~ Jl~ '
MS. Rossi 1377 U. 175 .

• l' :,

(f) D ' N~E:l ' n, , ' Bodl . 513 TT . 89 .
1) The treatise , ·'sefer r.fizwot Zer'aniyot" has about 40 inter pretations of Talwudi c words and phrases incidental to the
discussed Halakahs . A goodly number of these internretations
are translations of unfamiljar ob j ects . sucl-i. as colors, coins
ancl measures.
\riong a nurbcr of interpretations which are not
share by the standard conrrentators, the following may be
not e d : o~ p. 6 of the treatise ve find the trtement ' i pn 7N
• ' D n7 N7N • en ?, and on n . 15 we find the word1i~ l' D rendered by
waist - line .
In the last translati on the author may have been
led into this apparent variance by bis text of the T 3 1mud
where the phrase pnE:Jo ~,nra:,1 is omitted .
2) Chas . Taylor in Appendix p . 90 .
3) Chns . Taylor in his introduction to Pirke Abot .
4) Steinsch~eider, Hebr . Ueb . n . 536.
5) ''Kenesset Israel" by Fuenn,
95 .
0
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Israel ben Josenh as Astronomer
Israel ben ~oseph was also well versed in astronomy , and
His brother Isnar, , in discussing ( in }).is famous 1vorlr Vesod
01:=im) the c alendar of the Christians and Hohamniednns in re lation to the Jewish calendar , inc luded a fornul" b,r,/ Israel
1)
as a guide for the calendari c al differenc es .
Israel ben Joseph~ Translator
Among the translati ons by Israel are the "Takonot·
Toledorr and T-Taimonidcs Conmentn.ry on the Mishnah .

of

Both of

these translations were from Arabi c i nto Hebrew and were riade
at the request of Asheri .
2)

Geiger believed that all of the translntions of ri~airronides
Corrrnentary on the flishnah fo und in the wor ks of Asher i whi ch
differ from the translat ions by

0

amuel ibn Tibbon, were done by

Israel bcn Joseph .
In the notes to the Commentary on the :VUs}111.ah by Asher i
3)

we fi nd a st atement by one of h is pupi ls , I s aac , who sp eak s

4)
of Israe l I s tr anslati on ·i n t h e f ollowing terms : "I have loolred
into his ( Israel I s ) ··translation of the Mishnah "Notea Yerek 11
by Maimoni des and hav e observ ed that he has succeeded well i n
r ndPrin~ the content of the interpretation , but it seems to Me
that his translation is too wordy, not sufficiently clear to
5)

one vvho is not grounded in Arabic.

1) Yesod Olarri , 418 . The formula differs somewhat in text in
the V-"rious edi tion<s 'lnd 718S . of the treatise.
2)
. •s
~oscs b en •r.ai• ron , p . 63 .
3) As i t is evident frorr. tr1is text, t:b:is pupi 1 of Asheri, who
wrote a m'mber of no t es to tlle Comrrentqry i s not i dent ic a l
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Israel ben Joseph as HaJ.akist
The two cent1.-1ries imrediately following the publica tion of

l

aimonides

1

"Yad· 1 were the most producti v e in the

1)
field of Halaki c codes .

On c areful examination of a num-

ber of the codes of that period , two separate movements can
be discerned .

Certain scholars were in favor of codifying

the law into separa te works , independent of the Halakic di sc ussions of the Talmud .

Others favored summari7.inv each Ha -

lakah in connection with the text of the Talmud in wrich it
0)
!\T'3S

dis c ussed .
The first group , which might be called the codifiers ,

c onsidered the elaborate Talmudi c dis c ussi ons of no essen tial val 1 :i.e, and sa," ne c essity only for surmnariz.ing briefly
and succintly the prac t i c al p a rt o f the content of the Tal mud for the u s e of p os teri t y .

The. other group , which might

be termed the annotators , considered the Talmud a livinrr
orr;anism whose precept s and ideas are to be constantly stud ied , e l aborated up on and applied to the ever c hanging c on ditions of life .

with Isaac, the famous brother of Israel ben Joseph .
Cf .
als o St eins c hneider Hebr . Ue b . p . 912, note 52.
4) Cf' , 11 Kenes s et Israel 11 by Fue nn p . 695 . The referenc e in
"Yenesset I s rael I to "Yesef Mishneh" on Hilkot Kileayim 18 ,
1, by Maimoni des must be a misprint , since Hilko t Ki leayim
has only ten chapte r s .
I founrl the referenc e in the no t es
to Asheri 1 s c ommentar y t o v11eayim V.
s)
lJ no
1'
,o~
7'nncn 1nwnH n1Nic N1 P Jii n~1~, 71JM 'n'tilll
-,
,,
,,
&
lJnJ~ ~on J 77J v~,n n VJ 'n' ~, • Jc~ '7 iv'n pn~ ' , J,n
'7 iiN7) 7JN iMN l~ Nlii ii.i' ON 'nV1' N71 '7~iV'ill ll7~1il iif? iii'
'J 1,,~n '~J
l)J'N 11V7iil iiJ1ii ilJ 1'7Nii 'J 1 )V~7
n ' nlJ) D7J 7JN p, ,,,~ DiiJ l''VC lJ'NV '07 1'7J1J ii7'nD ii~7)
.H'?~c~, l'O' 1Joc nlDJ7 ,,~ l'Jyn1 l'J07

,,,no

1 ) Cf . Zunz, Ritus p . 27 .
?) Tchernowitz , h a - Shiloah , Vol . IV . p . 303 .
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These two views were influenced by political and cultural
reasons.

The exponents of the first group were greatly imbued

with the need for general culture .

They considered science

and metaphysics essential even for the understanding and inter pretation of Halakah .

In particular they stressed the impor -

t ance of adapting the civil life of the Jews to the standards
of the laws of the country .

In the opinion of that group , the

dis c uss i ons of the Talmud had no intrinsic value .

1

The only

useful and vital element of the Ta11rlud is the halakah, since
it serves as a guide in dire c ting the religious life of the
,Jewish community .

That portion-- the Halakah-- could b e very

well summarized and c odified with little regard to its ori.Q" inal source -- the discussions of the Talmud .
The other proup looked with disfavor upon the introduc tion of general culture into J e wish life , and s aw no need for
the modification or adaptation of the Jewish mode of life , to
the existing environment.

Its exnonents c onsidered all ac -

tivities of the Jewish community as a direct continuation of
former genr->rati ons, and hence the Talmud and all its discus sions should remain intact and continue to serve as a sour c e
of inspiration and Guidanc e in all the activities of everyday
life .
As a result of their efforts , these two ~roups succeeded
in producing Halakic codes of lasting irnportance , ea c h ap proaching the subject from its own respective angle .

?
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This agitation prevailed to an even greater extent in
the field of ritualistic Halakah .

The ritual em~races the

prayers and benedictions, directs in the observances of the
SabbPth and the ~estivals;

the ritual gov erns the action of

ev"'ry individual from r:isinrr in the mornino.: to lyinr down at
night, from the cradle to the Prave .
The average individual had not the lejsure time with
which to steep himself in Talmudic discussion for the sake of
ascertaininp the Ha la 1 rah.

Moreover, sincG the averap:e indi -

vidual in his daily pursuits was coFing in close touch with
the environ~ent in which he lived, it was inevitable that he
should moderate r•is conduct in accordance with the laws of
the country .

Therefore. short codes embrac inp the ritual as

1)
well as general sur~estions on civil life were of prime need .
The standar~ codes in vorue, thouah they contained mate rial on r i t u elisti c Halakah could not have served as guides
for the laity in thei r every day observances and practises.
These codes were too voluminous to be of practi c al value to
them.
In ad~ition to the aforcmentione~ objections to the use
of the standard codes as sources for ritualistic Halakah,
there were also other causes which necessjtnted the compilation of separate ritualistic codes adapted to the needs of
the rrasses.

1) Cf. first chapter of the 11 .,,okeal7 11 and introductions to
11 Zedah la - nerek" and n~hibbole ha-Leket" .
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The ritual was never uniform throughout all. the countries

1)
in vtich the Jews lived .

Local forces were always at work in

the process of modification of ritual .

With the breaking up

of many con1muni ties in Europe, exiled scholars realj zed the
need of sunplying their wandering brethren with rituali§tic
r;uides .
Furt1-1 ermore , the French school made itself felt not only
in the field of Talmudic interpretation, but it also contrihuted greatly towards the developrrent of· Halakah, introducinrt
new prohlems
tices .

0

na thereby affe c ting the scone of certain prac-

These new Halakahs were of practi c al import8nce and

had to be incorporated into the codes on the ritual .
However, most of the codes were written because of the
dire ne,~d for their .

The ·c rusades, tl1e burnino- of the Talmud

in France and other nurrnrous nerse c utions, all of which caused
a decline of study and learninr: of the Talmud, prompted Jewish
scholars in different countries to record and preserve for the
future penerations, the essence of the most practical part of
tbe Halakah-- the ritual .
A '2'oodly number of these compilations are introduced by
the same sad story:

"Since he (the author) realj_7,ed that·the

he0rts have waned; persecutions multiplied: the minds have
hecome reduced and the exile enhancec'l, he tool, upon himself to
collect all the Halakahs in order that t~e Torah should not be
2)

for,rrotten amonp- ·the Israelites n.

1) Cf .

introductions to "11okeah 11 and "Orhot Hayimrr .
2) Tc~ernowitz, ha - Shi loah, Vol. IV n . 305 .
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All tb'.ese causes were instrumental in·the drafting of a
great number of ritualistic compilations .

These compiJations

in course of time came to be reP:arded as standard works, and

1)
served as a foundation for all the subsequent Falak-ic codes.
Among·the compilations that were written durinrr these two
centur1es, the treatise nsefer ;"izwot Zemaniyot 11 by Israel ben
Joseph occupies a unique position.

In the first place, it is

the only worb of its nature that was not written in Hebrew,
?)

but in Arabic, the spoken langua~e of that country.

The author

seems to have belong;ed to that proup of codifiers who insisted
upon divorcing Hala1dc decisions from the rreneral discussions
of the Talmud .
As it is evident from his treatise Israel was thoroughly
versed in Ralakah.

In citing references in supnort of hjs Ha -

lakic statements he had re c ourse not only to Talmudic and Gaonic sour6es, but also to the opinions of the.schol~rs of h1s
ovn countny and those C'i

the of the Tosafists .

He discri'11ina -

ted judiciously between conflicting oninions and decisions
for which no authority coulo be found in the sources nrior to
h1s are, 8nd gave preference to those that apnealed to him the
;-,5)

wost.

Israel ben Joseph records only the final decisions of

every Halakah .

But mindful of the fact that 1fa·imonides had

been bitterly uttac 1rnd because he had failed to cite sources
for his code, Israe~ in no way considerinP himself equal to

1) Cf. Zunz, Ritus, pp. 27 - 32 .
2) Except n, ~~ '.:\7 ~ J~n:, b7 Abraham. son of !.Tairnonides. (Zurn>:,
Ritus. p . 27).
3) On page 50 of II Sef e'~ T"izwot Zemaniyot n we find him sayinrr
''?::rn 11:,.H1 nvin inr :1, on p . 59 n,rrn niJo v' 1.l'n'?1i'?1,
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Maimonides, and desirinp in his code to avoid such criticisms,
cited origin and sources.

Such citations were, however,brief,

having omitted all the discussions connected with the subject.
Furthermore, the author, who was a great admirer of gene -

1)

.

ral culture, seems also to have had great concern for the
masses and their needs.

Fence he wrote the treatise in a lan-

1)
guage admired by himself and accessible to the average individual.

The work is written in a nopular style and embraces

only the most vital ritualistic Halakahs .

Naturally it also

contains a record of the local ritualistic practices.

As to

form and arrange~ent, this wor~ is a masterpiece of conciseness and brevity .

Every Halakah is stated succintly, and is

properly conne cted with its sources, whether Talmudic, Tul:i d rashic, Gaonic, or otherwise .
In course of time the code "Se fer Jfizwot Zemaniyot" be2)

came quite popular.

This treatise and his other writings

gave Israel an assured place among the scholars of his day.
In conclusion, a word on Israel ' s influence on his contemporarie s

and on later generations may be in place .

A final

verdict is not safe, since his commentary on "Pirke Abot 11

,

and on n. 100 he has it 11,Jn ~l nl.
1) Cf. ~sheri, Responsa , 55, 9.
2) Solomon Schechter corrments that the ''Sefer Mizwot Zemani :rot" was very popular, being extensively c ited on the margin
of Siddurim, rmd that Josenh Alnaqua in his 11 Tl enorat ha - Tviaorrr
follows th A order of H Sef er Mi zwot Zemaniyot n .
(Cf. Monat schrift fuer Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums,
]885. pp . 234-236 .
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his most scholarly oiece of work , is still in manuscr ipt .
Howe ver, if we bear in mind the number of times he was quoted
by famous scholars , we will be in a oosition to a,nreciate
the high rer;ard in which view ,,·as held by his own R.nd by
succeeding generations .
If citations from Israel ' s Halakic treatise are not fre quent in subsequ ent codes , it is only 7)ecause
intended for the masses ,

his code was

'"'nd also probably because it

Yl"S

superseded by the alJ - embracing contemnorary compilation
of ?acob Paal ha - Turim .

But the fact that the irf'efer

'~j

zwot

Zer aniyot" w 0 s preserved in eir:ht or n:i.ne manuscripts and
0

was frequently quoted on the marrrins of SidduPi.m is a nroof
of deserved ponularity .
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~

DON SHET.' OB TRN ARDUTILE

1)
Don SH.errtob ben Isaac l\.rdutile. the translator> of the
T.'S . "Sepher Mit7.voth Zemaniyoth",

vas a

0

p'lnish poet who

flourished in Soria in the bepinning of the 14tr century.
J\s his title of "Don'' indic ~tes, he must have been a
merriber of a Drominent family and himself a hir,hly respected
person in his comrr.uni ty .
She~tob
11

Milcharrot'

the author of the following works: (1)
2)
rn.- Ar1 Veh3-r:isparimrr, a co1lection of short
WPS

literary and poeticcl arttcles in Hebrew .

( 2)

(:

3)

"Maaseh",

an ethical story in the form of a disputation between the
pen and the scissors .

( 3)

LiturGi c al poems.

One, the

'Yarn

1

4)
Koheleth n, also known ,?s the "BakkashaJ.1.",an a1 literati ve prayer

of 2000 v·ords , each of wh ich begins with the letter ·1m" as

innco

ll~'NC

l l~N1C

• 1,c.

The other poem is a Wjfu1i, a

confession bei:dnnina wi tr the worrls
'nlN,J D71Y 7~ 1JlJ1
'
(5 :
'
'n l 11 nJ
• This ufidui is printed in the ~· ahzor of the Spa-'- ~
6)

nish rite .

1) /\s to the correc t pronunciation of his nal"1e cf'. Steinschn .
in C. B . 2518 or in Hebr. Ueber . n . 913.
? )

,Tewish Encyclopedia , Ardutile .

3) Printed in the collection "Dibrei Fa - Cha c hamim" by E .
Ashkena:d , T'et;,: , 1849.

4) MS . P . 9 7n't and HS . -Pis ch 1 1881 ( Steins chneider , Vebr .
Feher. p . "72.
5) Cf . 7un7. in Literatur~. n. 503.

S ) Cf. Wolf Vol . I, 2153 .
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In his poetry Shemtob did not achieve any great fame.
His poems lack poetic expression of feeling and for the
greater part contain only an abundance of skilfully arranged
rhyming phrases.
his shortcomings.

Loquaciousness seems to have been one of
In his prose, to even greater extent that

in his poetry, this fault is evident .

His dissertation

"Maaseh" is a case in noint .
Shemtob, though a native of Soria, must have been in
close touch with the Jewish schools of central Spain, which
had riven him contact with the distinguished scholars of
Toledo, among whom Israel ben Jose-oh, the author of "Sef0r
Mizwot Zemaniyot'', occupied a prominent position .
Although Arabic was not snoken in Soria, Shemtob was
well versed in that languaae, and beinr; a rrreat admirer of
Israel ben Jose-oh and of his popular treatise "'3efer Nfi7,11\!0t
Ze~aniyot 1' . undertook to translate this work fro~ Arabic i~to

1)
Hebrew.
It is very difficult to judge Ardutile 1 s skill as a
translator since the original work is not extant .

In his

verbose introduction to the translation, Shemtob testifies
to the great pains and care he exercised in renderincr the
t~anslation as exact and as close to the original as possible .

For the greater part, especially in connection with

1) ;uri.7: in his Li teraturr:. 1-:-as it that the translation was

m•.:ide in 1330.
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the s te reotyped Halakic decisions , the style of the trans lator is rather smooth and brief, ,iliile in certain passages ,
es p ecially where a description of the sub.7ect is re quired ,
the st:~le suffers from his usual nrolixi ty and lack of re Rard for the correct conjv 0 ation, tense and the n roper 11se
of gender and

n' 1 mber

. From the translation of single ter:m s

emn lo:red in ph·ilosoph:r or ethics, it is evident -that I b n Ardutile wr:;s famai liar with the terminolop-y evolved

~)v

the

Tibbonites in their tr2nslations .
¥e do not know of any other translations b y Shemtob

1

i bn A. r dutile .
of the

II

On the whold he prepared a reada 11 le version

Sefer L:izFot Zer,,aniyot ·1 ,

thereby rendering valuahle

service to the Jews outside of Spain bv bringi n g to thei~ at tention this nopular Hal~kic treatise .
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DEsc q r PTION OF ~ANUSCRI PT
The Halakic treatise "Sefer Hizwot Zemaniyot" written
originally in Arabic by Israel ben Joseph was translated

1)
into Hebrew by his friend Don Shemtob ibn ArdutiJe in 1330.
The manuscript used for this t~esis is bound together
with anot n er manuscript of fourteen leaves,--a liturgical
treatise calle r, "Sefer Paskiot Kesef", which was written bv
Moses ben Shemtob of Leon.
the saIT1 e scribe.

Both manuscripts are written by

They are bound in cardboard with leather

facing. in a volurne that is eirht inches by five and a half
inch es in si7.e.
The manuscript
102 leaves.

11

Sefer f:.1izwot Zemaniyot" consists of

A break in the sequence clearly indicates that

a leaf between 12 and 13 is missing.

The treatise is writ-

ten in Spanish Rabbinic script of the 15th century,--24
lines of writinp to each page;

the size of the letters be-

ing about 10 point in printers terminology.
appended to it the sequence word, i. e.:
of the next page.

Each page has

the first word

~opical ~aragranhs are distinguished

from the regular bocly script and beo-in v.d t1-:i larr;er type.
On pages 87 and 88 the script is uniquely arransed to give
the sem~lance of tvo triangles with apexes meetin~ in the

1) Cf . Zunz, Literaturp.

n. 53.
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center of the p R~e.
The manuscript has very few margin a l notes and these
are restricted to portions where the scrihe thought it ne cessar;<r to introduce corrections after reading the manuscript.
The scribe used a distinctive method in correcting his errors.

Where only a sinr:le l etter vas incorreet that letter

1,i'as crossed out ; where an

entire vord was inserted b:r error

he perrni tted the word to J'er::ain but indicated, by placing
vertical ticks above each letter of the ~ord, that it was to

1)
be disregarded in reading.
Throughout the text an attempt to follow a system of
punctuation is discerned thougb no defi nite system is achieved .
The scribe does , however , use marks corresponding to our commas and periods .
At the end of the manuscript there is a purchaser's note
in a hand-writing different from that of the text.

This sub -

scription bears the date 1503.
In general the manuscript is 1:Vell preserved .

While it

is worr.1-eaten in some places and moldy in others the text is
not seriously affected by the ravages of time and the ele ments.
The original Arabic manuscript, of which the treatise
under dis cu ssi on is a translation, is not extant.
several copies of the translation are in existenc e .

However,
The copy

used for this thesis was loaned to The Dropsie College by the

1) These as well as all the other textual errors have been
emended fn the marrin of the edited text.
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,Tewish Theological 3eminary of A.i'11e"'"'j ca (MS. 15'7 7) and -is a
part of the Elkan Adler Collection (MS . 3604) .
The other copies of the manuscript are located in the
following collections or libraries .

1 . Bodleian Tibr~ry IS . 603 (also known as Adolph Neu bauer MS. 904 1 ) .
2 . Adolph Neubauer 1081 .
the introrl1Jction).

3. Fl.

(This manuscript does not have

Also MS. Reggio 6?5 .

(536) Biscioni p . 558.

4 . P. 831.

1)
5 . Halberstam 263.
G. Wolf Vol. III p . 635 - 6 mentions another

r:s . --Colber -

tina 5452 .

?. Another I.TS . corresponding; to pp . 23 - 89 of MS. 15?7
is also found in the Jewis~ ~heolo~ical Seminary of
America, collection number 73450.
On comparing the two manuscrints found in the collect ions of the Jewish Theolo~ical Seminary of America, wefind
th8t a p;reat number of text'Jal variotions exist between them .
The content of the first manuscript , which was used for this
:dnhesis is more ac c urate than thn.t of the other , since the
second >amonp;.. other errors , has entire lines omitted in a
nvmber of nlaces , as on pages 23 , 57 , 68 and others .

These

1) The first five manuscrints of this list are mentjoned
Steinschneider in his Hebr . Ueber . ~ • 913 .

b-,v
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textual variations do not affect the Halakic content of the
treatise , and wherever there are Halakic differences, the m~m -

1)
uscript here edited seems to be more arthentic .

CONTc;;N'r OF

II

SEFER ~'IZ~" OT ZEM A.NIYOT rr

After an introductory sentence hy the scribe, g i ving
the name of the book and its author, ther follows a le1wthy
intorduction by the translator , SheEtob ibn Ardutile .
In th i s i ntroduct ion ibn ~rdutile , using rhying phrases ,
( the customar y style of that perio d) begins with a shor t de scrintion of the content of the ma n uscript , emnhasi7.ing its
merits as to style , composition and sources, and also ac count i ng for its orirrinal authorship in A.rabic .
Israel ben Joseph , the author of the rnam1script , wrote
the book in Arahic , the language then spoken by the Jews in
2)
cent r al Spain , as he intended it orimarily for the use of
his opn countrymen .

However , as

nm

_",.rdutile explains , he

did not , by any means , intend to deprive Jews outside of
Spain of its use .

He used Arabic , f i rst , because it was

the spoken language of his countPymen and secondl;T because to
hin Ara~ic was an expedient vehicle of expression .

1) For instance , in the reading of the Ue~illah the first
manuscript has it
1nJ1M '1' ~~, ~'JlnJJ i'n'n nNip • ~1
while the second has 1 n:::i 1 n , i, ~~, ~7 (Of . ".faimonides Hi 1 kot Megillah 2 , 8 .)
2 ) Cf . Zun7, , "Zur Geschichte und Literatur" p . 426 .
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By translating it into Hebrew, ibn Ardutile made this
work accessible to the Jews outside of Spain, thereby completing the original idea of the author.
After accounting for the content and authorship ,

Ton

Ardutile ventures into · a rather lengthy discussion on translations in general and the difficulties that beset translators.
His observations in essence follow.
The primary object of any translator is to interpret the
content of a document from one language into another .

Since

every lanruage has its own inherent characteristic idioms
through which its ideas are expressed , a literal translation
is both physically impossible and inadvisable.

This applies

to all languages without exception and applies even more so
to a translation of Arabic into Hebrew .

The reasons are:

1. Phonetic di~:iculties -- Arabic having more characters
than Hebrew .
2 . Even if t he phonetic difficulty could be met there are
other linguistic difficulties.
Sinc e all the available Hebrew, as Ibn Ardutile maintains ,
is only that of the t~enty - four books of the Bible ,-- certainly
a limited s ourc e -- a great number of Arab i c words c an not be
expressed by a sin gle wo rd in Hebrew and !VOUld require two ,
three
or even more Hebrew words to express the idea adequately .
.
)
Furthermore , Arabi c has a super - abundanc e of synonyrrs .
J·lfany of them can no t be translated into Hebrew .

To render a
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translation intelligible , ev8ry translator is therefore
bound to introduce various changes in the text and style.
Of course it is advis2ble, as Ardutile admits, to preserve the style of the author as far as possible .

Since

certain parts of the manuscript (the cited sources ) had been
originally written in Hebre\" , Ardutile could not have experienced many difficulties with those portions, but in trans lating the Arab ic portions into Hebrew, h e claims to have
folloived the ahove procedure- - preservinp the original style
to t h e best of his ability and introducing changes only
where he deemed them absolutely necessary .
From the first paragraph of the manuscript and from o t her
parts of the text it is evident that Israel ben Joseph had

1)
written this treatise at the request of his son_, '- who was app a rently anxious to have before him an authorii.ed order of
ritual o s a guide.

Israel ben Joseph was very happy to com -

ply with the request of his son and as a result wrote the
ritualistic compilation "Sefer Mizwot Zemaniyot".
God, in his great mercy. has endowed us with senses Rnd
organs for our own benefit, says Israe1.
any of our thanks or a~preciation .

God does not need

However, we shoul d be

grateful to our Creator for whatever kindness he has done
for us in the past and pray to him for similar favors in the

1) ~ any authors of the Vidd1e ~~es used the same pretext for
the writing of their works.
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future.

Prayer, he views as ar

expression of tne friendly

relationship between God and his people.

Prayers are of

vital importance, and therefore Israel ben Joseph deemed it
fitting and proper to begin his book with a general dis

Lion

of Drayer.
The prerequisite of prayer is cle~nliness of body .

Be -

fore venturing into a detailed discussion of prayers and be nedictions, he devotes a chapter to the libation of the hands .
I . Libation of Hands (six parts or gates)
1 . i"t'h at practi c es have to be preceded by libation
of hands .
2 . Quantity of water required.
3 . What water is fit for libations .
4 . Form and shape of vessels.
5. What parts of the hands should be washed .
6 . Procedure of lib8 t ions .
II . Prayers (the prayers have not been subdivided into
parts)
The 100 daily benedictions .
The Shema .
The daily order of service.
The reading of the Torah on Monday, ThursB.ay and
Saturday afternoon.
III . The Sabbath ( has · not been subdivided into parts)
Preparations for the Sabbath.
Sabbath day and the order of the service.
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Sabbath night and the order of its service.
IV. New Moon
V. Hanukkah and order of its service
VI . Puriw and order of its service
VII . Passover (ten part s )
1 . Cleansing of utensils for use during the week of
Passover.

2. Searchi ng for the leaven .
3 . Practices durinp- the 14th day of Nisan.
4 . The order of service durinrr the Passover night .

5 . Leaven during the week of Passover .

6 . Handling of the domi;h for the Mazoh .
7. The Passover service.

8 . Kinds of work allowed on a holiday .
9 . Kinds of work allowed on Hol - Fa-Moed.
10. Countin~ of the Ome r and the use of new ~rain .
VIII . Feast of Weeks .
IX. Days of Fastins.
X. Ninth of Ab.

YI. New Year (five parts)
l. The Shofar and ritual pertaininG thereto .
2 . Tl1e service.
3 . The portions of the Bible .
4.

\ comparision between the second day of New Y0ar
and the second day of any other holiday .

5 . The ten days of repentance .
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XII . Day of Atonement (five parts)

1. The eve of the Day of Atonement.
2 . Bodily afflictions.
3 . Laws relative to work on Day of Atonement.
4. Various confesRions and prayers .
5. Biblical portions for the day.
XIII.. Succot.

( eight parts )

1. The Succah.
2. "foo is obligerJ to use the Succah.
3 . Time for the use of the Succah .
4. Benedictions over the Succah and their tirre.
5 . The four species of the Lulav .
6 . The combination and the time for the use of the Lulav
7 . The service and Biblical portions.
8 . The eighth day of Succot .
XIV. Various Benedictions
1. A survey of all benedictions.

2 . Benedictions before partaking of bread and Gra ce afte1
meals.
3. The Mezonot benediction.
4 . The Shehaccol benediction.
5 . The Hoet~ benediction.
6 . The Hoadomoh benediction .
7 . Food which may be considered part of a regular meal .
8 . Benedictions over spices .
9. Benediction~ on receiving Good tidings .

10. Occasional benedictions.
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The development of ritualistic works followed on the whole
three distinct lines , namely , the order of service ; internret -

1)
ation of prayers; and ritualistic Ealakah .
In the earlier works , such as the nMahzorimn , the authors incorporated all three divisions , v~ile during the period under
2)

discussion , the last two divisions , namely , ritualistic Halakah
and the interpretation of nrayer were piven greater pr~~inence .
The author of the

11

Sefer Mizwot Zemaniyotn confined himself to

rjt11alistic Halakah since as it is evident from certain parts of
3)

his treatis e he intended his rrork to be either a part of a ·1 Iviah?:or''
4)

or a supp l ement to a nsiddur 11 •
Sources j_n the ·, Sefep I.1 i 7,wot Zemaniyot n .
The sources c ited in the manuscript are mostly Talmudic , r.:id. rashic and Gaonic , but we also

f~nd mention of T8naitic and post -

Tanaitic referenc es . The Tana i ti c sources are the
ii .Hm

, ,, ~o and

Ni go , Nn7' JO

Nn go n, ; the post - Talm,,dic sources are
i'\' y '7~ 'Ji1 'pig whi le the Mi d -

rashic sources resemble in essence quotations from

iiJi E7i10

NOlTi.ln i:li10 and the tl1 P7' . Ts~only Gaonic boo 1s:: mentioned

by name is the 711liT f11J7iT i g r., and the only Medieva1 1 compilation
mentioned by name is the 7 11lii nl l~Cii i nD •

~

, ·_ , , ,

The Talmudic references are introduced by the phrases :1.ln.ll
11 0 ';,r,J 1icN,NiClJ

statinp:

• i0N7

• i ti

or most frequently by simpl ~

and only occasionally by 7 H'\' n 1icN ; the Gaoni c

references are intro~uced by

liON

• '.ll~l ,li CN • ')101p

or by

l} Cf . Zunz , Ritus , p . 19 .
2) The interpretation of prayer occupy a prominent p o sition in
codes such as "'Shi bbole ha- Leketn and 11 Abudraham'' .
3) Cf . Pare 57 .
. 4 ) Cf . Note 2 , p . 0 5 . One of th9 man-
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uym1

l "HJ~l .

The Talmudi c references derived f ,.,om v e rses ' in
0

t -,rn Bible are mentioned in the manus cr ip t top·e t her with the
correspondin~ ver ses.
The Geonim men ti 0ned by name are Amram, Hai , Samuel ben
Hofni and Saadia.

Of t h e med ieva l1_Jewish scholars , we find
(\_..

mention of Hannanel , Maimonides, Alfasi , Isaac ibn Ghayat,
Meshulam ben Kl onirnos, ibn Daud and others.

Of the French

schoo l we find mention either by the general term of
flil1X or

n:1,~

\.) Ji

and also of the fol lowing individuals:

Rashi, Tam, Isaac and Samson, the Tos a fists, and others.
Talrmdic '1 exts in the
1

r·s .

r·ost of the Talmudic pns811r.:es quoted
rr'"'
,:ie f

b:,r

the nutl-ior of

.
t Zemaniy
.
t- ,. in
· suppor t o:f "is
h·
P a 1 a_ric
1 •
er .•--izwo
staterrents

v~ry in text frorr ttose found in the printed ed5tions of
either the Babyl onian or the Pa l es t inian Talmuds.

These vari-

ations are not of such nature ~s would affect the content or
~eaning of the quo t a tions .
On comnarin.rr these quoted passn/J'es •. ·i t h the

0

vo.iL,bl e

manus cript sources, suc h os t he '"uni ch MS. of the Babyl onian
Talmud, the Harn burp: T'S . of ti--i.e nabas and the notes of the
"Dikduke Sof erim '' by 11 . Tfabinowi t

7,

I f ai1ed to discern any

i dentites between the Ta1mudic text used by the author and
any single rabbinic or Midrashi c source.
These passages while they do not ar,riec consistently with
any single ac c essible source, do agree, in v rious parts, wi t h
0

the Ta1mudic texts found in . t he earlier editions of the Ya1 uscripts of this treatise , namel;r , the '\.dolnh JJeubauer 1081 ,
· ac t ,Ucl 11- y i·n tlie form of mnrr:,:inaJ notes to a 0 iddur .
lS
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kutini, Ap:adot ha - Talmud, Ain Jacob, T<renorat :ba- r-raor, the :rrar ginal notes of' the 1Vuni ch manuscript, or with quotations ci ted
by R. Nissim , Alfasi , Asheri, Solomon ibn Aderet and others of
the Spanish school .
A

few illustratj ons 1vill :heln to elucidate the above

statement.

Talmudic passages
q1rnted in various
sources

Talmudic passages .
in the US .

Talmudic passages as
found in the printed
0ditions of the Paby lonian Talmud.

Munich manuscrint
1 i J ti '7 VJ l

• l :, l

r:uni ch Ms .

l ' J p .l ';

1' i

( : ,, n1::i,::i)

rrn ~ ';>

~ ii ' ii

77 Bn'

(,.l:i n1:i,:i)
r;:uni ch f,,s . but
word ii .l!J' is
omitted.

tf? ili'

u 'Dto n 1 J 7 o '7 1 v

i''7Dn n 'J'l 1'1'

( , l~ n1Ji'.:l)
Yalkut, Penorat
h 'l - Mao r.
(Di kduke Soferim)

Alfasi and Asheri
(Gaon of Vilna.
Ber. 8a ) .

• ' .11 o~ ' ipn '?

1

?

1

1n'7:rn l'~

~'7~ nyot?.l

• 7~

, ii " JJ

iOlt.'7

' ipn 7~(4

(5
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10'1r* 'illiJ7

17Hy1 1:,•~n,
(.n n1:,-n)
Agado t ha-Talmud,
Ain Jacob
( Dikdulrn Sof e rim)

Muni ch MS . marginal note .

n'Jt:i

N~i

'n (7

v,,on n'J7 no.:i:,n

n ' J 7 o .:i::, .:i 1 no .:i J n

n'J7 Vli10il n'JOl

n,,nJ po1y1 v,,on
, , DJ p "o)
(,iD nlJiJ
.

D'.:JlUNiil D'1'0il (8

Diip nnN ill)lll

nnN illJ~l 1n7::1n

nv~

nnN

i'TTlV l'il

7"J' •, ,ON o"n.:io

ln7:Jn inN

N,p it:lN

(:J7 nlJiJ)
Ni'Dn 1.:in1' •,

N1'Dn ;1 yc~ •, (~
(,J:, 1'i1i1.:JD)

Isaiah of Trani
(Dikduke Soferim)

JiJ 'Dl'

1

i

iON

•• ,77!Jn0il N.:J'.:Jn

1

iJ 'Dl'

'"JNi

1

DlVO

i

( 0

N.)'.:Jn

, , , 77.:JnDil
( :1J n1 :,-n)
R. Nissim
( Be P

•

n'nllJ Nn',JJ ;.:in,

n11n'

1 ,:,

n:,'?n (11

2 '7 a ) .

il'DllJ Nni'nJJ 1.:in,
(,iJ nlJiJ)
/\.lfasi and Muni ch
MS . ( ryikduke Sof.)

N.:J'.:Jn

1

i iON ( ~

, , ,nl.) HlNi

1

.l

(,1'? n1::,,:i)
R. Niss i m
(Dikduke So f erim)

''JN7 ii17 N.:J'in ''JN7 lit7 N.:J'in ( 3
17!:l.:J 'Ji NJil

''17~N '7Xt:l1 NJil
(: 17 n, ::,,:i)
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On the basis of thePe illustrations we can reasonably
conclude that I srael ben J o seph used a text of the Talwud
which in the course of tirri_e, has been lost or is extant in a
~anuscr i pt as yet unknown .
The reasons for the text ual differences between the "2efer
tG7.wot ZeIT'aniyot" and the printed editions of the Tf'!l111ud can be
easily explained .
A number of Vflriations :tray be sjmply textua l errors due t; o
the carelessness of tbe scribes and copyists .

A~ain , our prin-

ted editions of the Talmud , as •i'ell as the :,Iunich and Hamburg
J11anuscripts, follow, on the whole, t he Franc o - German school ,
because it is a ,.,e 11 1"novm fact that Bashi and the Tosafi s t s ed ited the text of the Talmud .

Israel ben ~oseph, howev er , Ji ved

in Toledo, Spain; he, therefore , used tbe text prevalent in hi s
country , and that a ccounts for the differences in text between
1-iis manus c ript and tre printed editions of the Talmud .
There are a l so a nmnber of discrepancies in regard to the
names of Talmudi c authorities cited in the wanuscrint .
differences ar2 not recorded in any source.

These

The names of the

Talm1.J.dic o.uthori ties have never been handled with great c are,
and t½e systeT of abbreviations ew~loyed by scribes in the
writing of proper names has led to much misunderstandlng and
1)
confusion.
In his manuscript, Israel ben Joseph seens to have had li t t l e
concern over the names of tY]e authorities responsible for the

1) Cf . Z. Frankel, "Darke ha - -fishnahrr p .26, also introduction

to the ''Di1rduke Soferirn 11 p. l? .
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quoted.statements, since at tires he omitted the names of these

1)
authorities.
The passages quo t ed from the Palestinian Talmud vary in
text from the urinted editions even to a greater degree than
those quoted from the Babylonian Talmud .

However, the paucity

of passages and the scar c ity of manuscript material of the
Palestinian Talmud make it diffi cult to venture a definite
statement .
Midrashic and Gaoni c References
The Midrashic and Gaonic referen c es are quoted only in
substance and a c omparision of texts is not f e asible .
Biblical Verses in the MS .
The Biblical verses cited in the treatise have all been
vritten plene , and the existing textual variations do not re veal any support from MSS .

It seems that the author has

quoted the verses frorn memory , while the conspicuous differences may be due to scribal errors; as for instance :i.n quoting
Isaiah 58, 10, he has

Y'JVn nJ yi V:JJ1 instead of

Y'J~n , or instead of
(Ps . 35, 10), or instead of

nJ'nmn roin 7t{ (I'ings I,
oyn '7~ 11c y 111n::i~1 he has
or instead of

fl, 28)

(Chr. II. 6. 19), instead of

oyn '7~ 101 y 111n::iJ1

1J Y ~'7 11oy he has

( Nehem. 8, 5),

11oy N'? 11oy ( Job 32, 1 6 ).

1) On n. 17 of the treatise he has
1c1 y n'n n' op ~Jn instead·
of
1c1y n'n n11n' 'J11 n' np HJn, on p . 5 he has
D '~VCJ J1 N• l,n instead of
~ '~ ~ CJ NJ N J1 NCl1n and on p.
27 in q1rnting an a11tbority re simply has 'J17:J 1J iiS,'7~ •,.
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Halakic Variations in the MS.
On comparing the Halakahs of the

II

Sefer 15izwot Zemaniyot n

with those found in the standard c ode, the Shulhan Aruk by
Joseph Karo, we find a number of variations existing between

1)
these two codes .

These variations are recorded invariably in

the compilation of Jacob Baal ha - Turim as dissenting oninions
of individual scholars.

Israel ben Joseph incorporated these

variations into his code, either because they corresobnded to
his views or because they were prevalent in practice in Toled o .
Order of Service in the

11

Sef er Pizwot Z0F'lniyot 11

The order of service as stated in t~i~ troatiee naturally
foJlows the Spanish rite.

Since the book was intended as a

supplement to a Siddur, the order of service is given only in
2)

outline for~.

Certain prayer~ such as

11 '~7 NJ1 ,, ~ N and

ll ' ) Y, are not mentioned at all, but it is not lik e ly that

Israel ben ffoseph meant to have these prayers omitted from the
3)

s9rvice, for the,

v·ere certainly recited by the Jews of Toledo ;

1) The treatise has about 60 IIalakic variations , some of vhich
are:
(a) Water which remains uncovered overnight is unfit
for libations .
(b) It suffices for
1'7' VJn 'Jli yto have just one
dish ~ithout bread.
(c) Peas are nerrnitted on Passover .
(d) The blowing of the Shofar on the Day of Atonement
is to take nlace after n'?1ln.
(e)
01n, Nlnl is to be recited ev@~ on ~riday night .
(f) An individual rec:tting 77iT on n"i is not sµnnosed
to pronoune the 77n benediction .
2) The following is the order of the daily service~ '~'~ n,il
, n1~1C DiT
ntVPJiTl D'iJ1I 17N ,1' Cn nVi!J , • 'JiT~ n,,J , '''?!Jn
n~,J
H
l
,~ P , NiCT1 'Pl D!J icNv 11iJ,7VC~ ' ,, Nn''iJ ,1c1 po ,~T'N
. (n~,, m{)niti pn • 1tn J1 01''? ,,o,o , • ' El~ n'?'!J.l ,n'? ~n
3 ) Abudraham , a native of Toledo, has these prayers incoruora ted in the dail~ service as stated in his code .
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he did not name them simply because he expected to ha v e these
prayers incorporated into his Siddur .

However, sowe of tbe

prayers mentioned in the nsefer Mi zwot Zemaniyot" reveal
sljght textual di~ressions from the standard Siddurim such as
Seder of Amram Gaon, the Abudraham and others .

These varia-

tions are due either to Israel I s personal preferences or• to

1)
the customs prevailing in Toledo .
T,Tan:r of the ritualistic codes that were compiled in the
two centuries following Maimonides are either not extant or
.

2)

are found only in manus c ript .

On comparing the

11

Sefer Mizwot

Zemaniyot 11 with the outstanding Printed codes we find that it
resembles in many respects the best compilations of the period.
It breathes of the same profound trust in God as the

11

Rokeah";

it par t akes of the scientific background of the "Zedah La - derekn;
it resemb l es the beautiful yet simple style of the "Shibbole
ha-Leket"; it displays the same friendly attitude towards the
Jewish ma s ses as the Abudraham; yet it surpasses them all in
the rrasp of ritual details and in skilful presentation of the
subject matter .

The "Se f er Mizwot Zemaniyot" fully deserves

the gained popularity.

1) Of all t~e variations of the praye r s the Kaddish following
the reading of n,j, p i s c e r tainly unique:
Pi:.1,071 ~7J,n ~77~ ~71 ~D7 V ~n1n7 ,,ny
~Ji n,o v v1pn'1 71ln,
t-un,,!! ~:in~71 ~y,~o iT~iJi j tUn71E.J i pyo,, ~, ,no ~, ,n~7i ~, 'n
~11 ,J1J"n:i n.,nj,J~ i n,,p,, ,v,,]'i7i iT'i1iT71 n,,n~7 ~,D ~ J, ~nv,,p

~,n,

~) Cf . Zunz, R1tus, pp. 07 - DO .
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